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Dear Sir:
Can you a,ccept another "foe" letter
from an old-liner in t,he Tiver Cl,ub?
Our fami,ly has been supporters of
Th,ger football cund bcLsket,bcLll since t,he
coaches were ZcLch Curli,n cund Gene3

Lambert. As cLlunwi, a,nd emplouees,
we've celebrated t,he hi,ghs a;nd mourned,
the lows in a, very personal way because
Memphi,s State i,s eatended fcunkly to us.
There was a ti,rae when I bell,eved we
would never Tea,ch the ecaci,tement
generated bay Forest Arnold, Jack
Butcher cund compajny. Then ccLme
players ncLmed Swander, Wi,ofong cued
Butt,er cunong money Of,hers. Of course we

The Coors Player of the Month for April
is Andre Turner.
The junior backcourt whiz has taken
over the Tiger offense, scoring points and
dealing out assists. His play through the
Metro Tournament and into the NCAA
Playoffs has established him as one of the
premier guards in the nation.
Tiger fans are looking forward to having
the leadership of "The Little General" back
for another year in the Blue and Gray.
Congratulations,
Andre Turner,
the
Coors Player of the Month for April.
•Selecled by the 8`atl ol "Tlger Tales" Magazlne.

lunew we had cLttouined the mo!untcLin top

with Larru Finch, Rotluni,e Robinson and,
tecLm.

CROWN DISTRIBUTING CO„ MEMPHIS, TN

I should, h,owe leo,rmed, dy now) that a,ny

high i,s a, challenge to reo,ch hi,gher, just as
records ci,re mcLde to be broken. The 198485 bcLskctball tecLrm wi,I,I cLhoays retcLin

t,heir speci,al plo,ce in the hearts Of Tiger
fune.
We look foru]ard each month i,o
recei,vimg "Ti,ger Tal,e8". Special
congratulcch,onus to Mi,ke Finn's coverage
Of Bobbu Kijlpctrbck a,nd Tdyer baseball
cund to your eaccelleat sta,ff.
Noowlyn Smothers

Memphi,s, TN
Ti,ger To,leg 3
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Great Scott!!?
Trowel Wi;th Ti,ger8 More Th,am A Free Rid,e
yelling "FIRE." I jumped out of
bed and opened the door to find the
hall filled with smoke. I thought,
"Great Scott."

bay Jack Ecton
After all these years I have
finally concluded that traveling
with the Memphis State basketball
team can be hazardous to one's
health.
For instance: several years ago I
was flying to St. I.ouis, the trip was
uneventful until we flew over
Lambert Field. The plane zoomed
by the control tower and pulled up
and I wondered why. I had flown a
lot of miles and had never seen
anything like that. Then the
Captain got on the inter.com and
said that he had flown past the
tower for a visual check of the tire
on the nose gear. He said that he
thought it had blown out on takeoff
from Memphis and the tower had
confirmed that we, indeed, had a
blown tire.
Now the next thing was the
landing. The stewardess showed us
how to get into the crash position.
Bend over and grab your ankles
and pray. So there I was, doubled
over as the plane came in for a
landing. I don't remember being
scared but it was sort of spooky.
The plane touched down on the
main gear, the nose gear was still
up in the air..Then the pilot settled
the nose gear down and the plane
rolled to a stop. No crash..not even
a bumpy landing. We all cheered.
And I recall, I was just making a
connection in St. Ilouis so Ijumped
on another plane and was off in the
wild blue yonder before I had a
chance to get scared.
The wol.st scare I ever had was in
Tulsa several years ago. We were
all fast asleep in the hotel when all
of a sudden I heard someone

There was a voice down the hall
saying, "Come this way, and keep
low to the floor." I pulled on a pair
of pants and almost crawled in the
direction of the voice. Finally I
came to the end of the hallway and
there were the stairs leading out of
the hotel.

Smoke was everywhere and I
was sure that getting out of the
place would not be easy. But I just
walked down about 5 flights and
bingo, there I was in the parking
lot. But I was in my bare feet and
had no shirt on and it was below
freezing. I wondered if freezing to
death would be worse than
burning up but somewhere I
remembered an old adage, ``If you
ever get out of a burning building,
don't go back in foI. anything."
As I stood there shiver.ing, I
suddenly saw Steve Crist, one of
our reserve forwards with his team
unifol.in bag. I asked him if he had
a warm up jacket ol. anything I
could put on. He pulled his Tiger
warmup out and I pulled iton but I
was still barefooted. I asked for a
pair of shoes and, sure enough, he
pulled out a pair of sneakers and I
put them on too. The only trouble
was, they were at least three sizes
too small. But what the heck, a
cramped foot is better than
frostbite so I made do.

After what seemed like several
hours the fire was brought under
control and we wet.e allowed back
in the lobby. The manageinent had
coffee and doughnuts and it was

like a party. There were about a
hundred people in their night
clothes and hair curlers sitting
around swapping horror stories. It
wasn't long though until we were
back in our rooms, the whole
episode lasted about an hour. And,
as I recall, we`beat Tulsa the next
day.
But the worst motel story
happened in Charlotte, North
Carolina. We had played Virginia
Tech in Blacksburg. The next
morning the whole place was
socked in with the worst fog I had
ever. seen. Now, Blacksburg has no
airport, you land in Roanoke &
take a bus to Blacksburg, then
back to Roanoke but when we

arrived, the fog was worse than it
had been in Blacksburg, so the
decision was made to go on to
Charlotte to see if the weather was

any better there. It wasn't -and it
was getting late. We had to have a
place to stay.
The only trouble was there wel.e
sever.al hundred people in the same
boat, so the available rooms were
disappearing fast. After a lot of
phone calls, Hot.ne's Motel said
they had enough rooms to
accommodate the whole Tiger

team.
1'11 never forget the lobby ....the

Congratulations, Tigers!
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registration desk was completely
encircled in bullet-proof glass.
That's right, the clerk was
surrounded by bullet-proof glass. I
asked why the precaution, and he
just sort of looked at me like I had
lost my mind and then he said,
"Don't leave your room." I didn't

ask why but I did wonder if they
sent out patrols or maybe had
artillery support but I didn't ask. It
was obvious we were in a combat
area.
The next morning I was the first
one up and when I walked in the
lobby, the bullet-proof glass door
was slightly open, and when I
walked in the clerk hurriedly
closed and locked it. I tried to
assure him that I was unarmed
and all I wanted to do was pay the
bill.` He looker]` at me through the
thick glass ancl said, "You can't be

too careful."

As I recall, we finally got to New
Orleans where we lost in OT to
Tulane. I have wondered if the
night in the bullet-proof motel
might have taken the edge off our
game. 1'11 never know.

The worst-ever happened back
in the early 60's. There was a
popular airliner called the
"Electra." Several of them had

come apart in the mid-air and a lot
of people had been killed. As I

remember, some govel.nment
official had declared the planes
safe for commercial use and they
started flying again.
We were in Philadelphia and the
morning we left they were having
a terrible blizzard. When we got to
the airport, you literally couldn't
see your hand in front of your face.
The runways were open, however,

and planes were taking off. (This
was before the days of the jetway,
the tunnel that leads directly to the
plane). We had to walk across the
apron and climb aboard the plane.
When we finally got close
enough to see the thing, good
heavens, it was an Electra. We
were going to take off in a blizzard
in a plane that had the worst
reputation in all of aviation. I
thought for a minute and then
climbed aboard, what the heck,
let's give it a shot. Needles6 to say
the flight home was smooth and
uneventful.
So, looking back, there have
been a lot of great games since
1959 and a lot of other things that
make the job of calling the Tigers'
games more than just routine.
And, that's the way it should be!!

?qxve 7de eedztee
How sweet it is - twin Metro
crowns. Yes, both the Tigers and
the Lady Tigers were victorious in
their quest for the Metro crowns. It
seems ironic that both had to win in

at

overtime situations!
As we go to press, our Tiger.s
have downed Penn. (67-58), UAB

Mark Hayden has two articles
for us this month. One about tennis
and the other about swimming.
Wallene Dockery's article about
Lynn Parkes and her sister is also
very interesting.
As we all know but don't want to
believe, it is time to bid farewell to
our basketball seniors -Keith Lee,
Ricky Mccoy, Willie Becton,
Regina Street, Cathy "Cat"
Williams and Pain Seymore. They
are all outstanding athletes and

(67-66), Boston College (59-57) and
Oklahoma (63-61). We're on our

way to the "Final Four", hoping to
capture that elusive NCAA cl.own.
Hold ont,o your hearts Tiger fans and Coach Kirk!
We have included a lot of photos
of t,he Metro Tourneys in this issue.
Not only are our basketball
Tigers on a roll, so is our baseball
team. Coach Kilpatrick's young
team has gotten off to a good start
and stand at 1:.i-;i now.
Also in this issue is an article on

Coach Glenn Hays, MSU's track
coach, and his track st,ars. These
young men really work hard and
do not get t,he recognition they
deserve. They will run in the
Arkansas State lnvitational on
April 11: at Jonesboro, Ark.; in the
Mississippi State Classic, April 20,
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Starkville,

Miss.;

and

the

Murray State lnvitational, April
26-27, in Murray, Ky. Try to make
one of these meets and see some
real action.

we'll miss them all.
Not only is Keith Lee leaving, so
is his No. 24 jersey. It is joining the

two other MSU jerseys that have
been I.etired. We'11 miss seeing that
familiar jersey on the floor in t,he
coming seasons.
Next month we'll have recaps on
all the MSU athletics. Yes, it will
be similar to a yearbook of MSU
sports - a very special edition. Be
sure to get yours!

If you have any black and white
pictures of any MSU athletes that
you would like to submit to us for
consideration, mail them to P.O.
Box 241329, Memphis, TN :i81241;}29. (Most local photo labs can

convert your color photos to black
and white ones for you).
Come join the fun and "make

tracks" with the Tigers by
entering the 5K and/or the one
mile Fun Run on April 27 at 4:30
P.in.

The races will begin at the
Fairgrounds and end at the
Libertybowl Memorial Stadium.
T-shirts and tickets to the annual
Blue-Gray game (to be held that
evening) will be given to the first
300 entrants.
If you are interested in entering
either race, entry fees are $6 for
the 5K race and $5 for. the Fun
Run. The MSU Women's Athletic
Department is one of the sponsors

i;:at;e%%#

What Makes A Successful Team?
Is It Luck, Sktll, Reoruriting, Coach;ing Or What?
dy Ji;in Bongord,
It is not by accident or some
strange twist of fate that some
colleges continue year after year to
produce first rate, winning
basketball teams. There are many

best players just happen to play at
colleges that are in the Top
Twenty. The so-called "Basketball

As with any other occupation,
the coaching ranks are made up of
individuals
who
may
be
outstanding, very good, adequate
or bad at what they do. The
coaching profession, by it's nature
a highly competitive one where
results are more immediately
obvious, has very few individuals

Powers" appear to attract all the
top talent. They seem to get all the
breaks.
Nothing could be further from
the truth.
While some schools may have a
geographic advantage like sunny
climate or sandy beaches, the
results are not automatic. The
UCLA team that played here this
year is proof of this.
The real facts of successful
recruiting involve far less
glamourous things. Things like
bumpy plane rides, missed meals,
nights away from the family and
interrupted schedules. And even
more than that they involve the

who could be classified as bad

failures.

coaches.

recruiting trip there are dozens of

Most college basketball coaches
fall into the category of adequate.
A very few throughout the country
are recognized as very good. In this
group we must also include those
who are presently serving as
assistant coaches in many

unsuccessful

factors, none of which involve luck
or circumstances. All are based on
human decisions. All, in one way or
another the result of somebody's
hard work.
The first factor, of coul.se, is the
coach.

instances.

The cream of the crop, the ones
who seem to inhabit the top twenty
year after year are the outstanding
coaches.

But a major college basketball
program is more than coaching.
The university contributes with
the quality of education and the
style of campus life it offers the
athletes. The alumni and fans also
lend their support.
The area of the major college
program where all of these factors
come together to provide the most
effective contribution to success,
and the one that holds the key to
upper echelon of the basketball
community is recruiting.
The average fan knows very
little about the process of
recruiting a high school prospect.
To most of us it seems to be
something that just happens. The

For ever.y

ones.

successful

Highly

rumored whiz kids turn out to be
the figment of an enthusiastic
writer's imagination. The hot
shooting forward carries a "D"
average.
The majority of this work is
carried on by the assistant coaches.
Many fans think that the
assistant coaches serve only to keep
track of time outs and personal
fouls during a game. The fact is
that ninety-five percent of the
assistant coach's work is done
beyond the glare of the coliseum
lights and TV cameras. The life
and death of the recruitment effort
is in their hands.
The Tigers are fortunate to have
two

top-notch

individuals

manning these positions: Larry
Finch and Lee Fowler.
These two men have helped
Coach Dana Kirk to lure such
highly prized talent as Keith Lee,
William Bed ford and Vincent
Askew to the Memphis State
campus. They have been major
contributors to the NCAA "Sweet
Sixteen" appearances the last
three years.

Recruiting
is,
however,
concerned only with the future.
The job is never done. Whatever
success the Tigers have this season,
an eye must be kept on next
year...and the year after that.
Fowler and Finch have been
busy.

The early signing opportunity
allowed high school players in

November has already guaranteed
two top-rated prospects in next
year's freshman class.
Finch has nabbed Whitehaven
High School strong forward
Marvin Alexander. As a junior,
Alexander averaged 15 points and
10 rebounds a game. At 6'7" and
235 pounds he has the size to keep
the Tiger inside game in good
shape. Last season he made the
third team All-State squad. He has
been rated by an independent
scouting firm as one of the top 100
high school prospects in the nation.

Tiger fans wonder where the
points will come from when Keith
Lee stops his assault on the MSU
record books. The answer may lie
in an Alabama high school phenom
landed by Lee Fowler.
His name is Vincent Robinson.

He plays for Bridgeport High
School in Bridgeport, Alabama,
which is in the Class AA ranks. His
stats are impressive ones.
As a junior he was First Team
All-State
in
football
and
basketball. An exceptionally
gifted athlete, he caught 52 passes
last season as a wide receiver.
When basketball time came he
averaged 29.8 points and 16
rebounds per game. He set a school
record with 57 points in one game.
At 6'6" and 185 pounds he will play
the quick forward spot. The same
independent scouting fir.in ranks
him #7 in the country.
Thanks to the quiet hard work of
Finch and Fowler the Tiger
basketball star will continue to
rise.
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By the time the Tigers headed to
Louisville, Kentucky for the Metro
Conference Tournament some
people might have said that the
pressure was off. After all, the
regular season conference had
been sewn up with a rather
convincing 13-1 record. A sure bid

to the NCAA year-end free-for-all
was expected with an overall 24-3
record and a number four national
ranking. It might have been said
that the Tigers really had nothing
to play for.
Nothing, that is, except pride.
The first hurdle came with
10 Ti,ger Tales

Southern Mississippi.

The Golden Eagles, eighthseeded in the tournament, didn't
present much of a challenge on
paper. The Tigers had knocked
them off twice before.
It looked to be a blow-out, and for
a time it was.
The Tigers, led by Willie Becton,
William Bed ford and Vincent
Askew, scored seemingly at will,
hitting 13 out of their first 17 shots.
With just over.11 minutes to play
the MSU lead was 49-30.
Then it appeared that the Tigers
took the r.est of the night off.

Led by James Williams' 19
points, the Golden Eagles stormed
back cutting the lead to six points
on four separate occasions.
It was only timely baskets by
Keith Lee, who led the Tigers with
17 points, and Askew's free throw
shooting down the stretch that
resulted in the 68-58 escape.
The Southern Mississippi
squeaker put MSU into the
tourney semi-finals against bloodrival Louisville. The Cardinals had
demolished South Carolina 74-61
and were poised for revenge.
The Tigers had nailed Louisville

The contest was never strongly
in doubt as the Tiger attack gave
everyone a chance to contribute,
especially freshman guard Dwight
Boyd who apparently loves to play
the Cardinals. Boyd's previous
visit to Freedom Hall had given
him a much needed boost as he
canned 16 points, including an
incredible stuff that will be a part
of MSU highlight films for years to
Come.

twice during the regular season
even beating them in Freedom
Hall, a feat that had eluded the
Tigers for years.
Louisville
couldn't wait to get at the Blue and
Gray.
Was it really asking too much to
top the Cardinals THREE TIME S

Boyd picked up where he left off
playing solid defense, scoring 4
points and picking up a couple of
nice assists on lobs to Bed ford who
had 17 points for the game.

OUR 26th ANNIVERSARY 1958-1984

in one year?
Apparently not.
Riding the tall shoulders of
Keith Lee who scored 18 points and
the unstoppable quickness of

CORDOVAN -BF)lDGESTONE -MICHELIN

guard Andre Turner, who threw in

B.F. GOODRICH

16 and added 7 assists, Memphis
State moved out to an early lead
and wore the Cardinals down with
sheer talent.

MARVIN STEELE

OWNER

(901) 743-5901
2417 LAMAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
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The
finals of the Metro
Tournament couldn't have been
predicted.
Florida State, which had been a
door-mat in the Metro all season
entered the tournament without
their leading scorer. In spite of
this, the Seminoles upset secondseeded Vil.ginia in the first round

and then streaked past Cincinnati,
setting up what most fans thought
was one of the classic mis-matches

added 19. Once again, however,
key free throws by Vincent Askew
who scored 14 points kept the
Seminoles from getting close
again. William Bed ford added 14
points in a balanced Tiger attack.

The most amazing performance
by a Florida State player had to be
that of center Alvin Lee Gipson
who literally took himself out of the

game on two occasions with what
was reported to be stomach
problems.
The 90-86 victory gave the
Tigers the automatic NCAA berth,
kept the momentum going and
most important of all showed to
everyone that they are indeed the
class act of the Metro Conference
this year.

in Metro Finals history.
The Seminoles had other ideas.
As in the opening round against
Southern Mississippi, the Tigers
jumped to an ear.ly lead only to

have Florida State whittle it away
by some unerring outside shooting.
The lead changed hands eight

times in the second half and as the
final seconds ticked away the
Seminoles held a two point lead.
Guard Andre Turner got off a
desperation shot from the baseline
which bounced off the rim on the
other side of the basket into the
waiting arms of...Andl`e Turner.
The super-quick Turner lofted the
ball in the general direction of the
net where Baskerville Holmes
picked it off and laid it in off the
glass as the clock ran out, sending
the game into overtime.
The extra five minutes were not
so close as the Tigers took
command by the outstanding play
of Holmes, who scored a career
high 24 points, and Keith Lee who
12 Tiver Ta,lee

Congratulations

MSU TIGERS
On Making lt

To The

"Final Four"
From The Staff Of

Tiger Tales Magazine

Keith Lee's No. 24 jersey is
leaving the Tiger lineup along
with Keith.
Only two other Tigers have had
this honor bestowed upon them.
Lee is the third in MSU history to
have his jersey, No. 24, retired.
Larry Finch's No. 21 and Ronnie
Robinson's No. 33 were the other
two. Another MSU jersey, Win
Wilfong's No. 22 was retired but

later reactivated and worn by
Dexter Reed and most recently by
Bobby Parks.

Lee expressed his gratitude at
this decision to retire hisjersey and
said he hated to leave. He said
everyone and everything has given

him great pleasure to have been a
MSU Tiger.
I'm sure Keith will be missed by
all, not just on the basketball court.
IIe has been a gentleman in every
respect while wearing the Tiger
Blue and Gray and we wish him all
the success in the world for his
future endeavors.

Dolb't Fo'rget,

Blue-Gray
Spring
Football
Game

April 27 at 7:30 p.in.
Tiver Ta,leg 13

bu Jim Turpin
It's been several months since
the first basketball was thl.own up
in the Field House, signalling the
start of practice sessions for what
many thought would be a long,
rebuilding year for Coach Mary
I.ou Johns and her young charges.
After all, seven fl.eshmen were
entering their first season as Lady
Tigers, there was a new assistant
coach on the bench, and star senior

center Regina Street had been
experiencing a variety of minor
injuries. All of these ingredients
don't often add up to a formula that
dictates success--in fact, one may
have been tempted to give Coach
Johns a case of headache powder as
a pre-season offering.
But in college athletics, it's often
the I.ule that whatever shbuld be
isn't, and whatever can't be
becomes true. You may want to
call it the miracle on Zach Curlin
Street--Babes in Boyland, or How
to Make Wins and Influence
Pollsters. At any rate, this year's
young untried, unseasoned crew
has accomplished more than most
thought possible,
with the
exception of course of their
mentor. Before the season had even
seen its first dribble, pass or

1985 All-Metro Tourney Team (I-r): Cheryl cook, Cincinnati; Portland Mccaskill, USM; Regina
Street, MSU; Diane Backstrom, USM; and Connie Hibbler, MSU. Not pictured - Brantly
Southers, South Carolina.

1J+ Tiver Tales

spilled Gatorade bottle, Coach
Johns told me that she was excited
about the possibilities, and that she
was ready for the season to start.
Such
vibes
should have
immediately tipped me off that
something was brewing within the
confines of the old Field House, for
Coach Johns is not a woman prone
to even mometary lapses into
confidence, complacency or
downright optimistic predictions.
Even after the babes burst.out to
a tremendous start, I must admit, I
remained more than a tad
sceptical of their teamliness. Oh,

sure, the greenhorns had more
collective talent than most teams
have uniforms, Regina Street was
staying healthy and starting to
play into the form long expected of
one so tall and talented, and of
course, none other than you, Mary
I.ou was chomping on the old towel
on the end of the bench.
But there was still the erractic
play by some of the counted-upon
subs, the freshmen, regar.dless of
their talent, were still FRESHMEN, a word that doesn't exactly
inspire confidence among
basketball affecianados, and the
tough Metro schedule was still to
Come.

Well, a funny thing happened on
the way to the sceptic's graveyard.
The Lady Tigers swept through
their Metro schedule with but one
loss. Oh, there were the two
disappointing losses to those `stars
and bars' clad youngsters from
down Oxford way. Those are the
kind of things that tend to be the
times that tr.y fans' souls,
especially since we HAD those

suckers here and let them off the
hook. Of course, once again, the
towering one was on the pines for

that you get to play three games
like most everybody else, but being
the top seed, everybody gets more
fired up to play you. The fans get on
you more, and the bellhops at the
hotel drop your bags down three
flights of stairs instead of two.
Some favor those folks from the
Metro did for us, huh?
Anyway, playing on the road is
never easy and playing in
Mississippi is, well, playing in
Mississippi. (See interview with
Regina Street in March rz:.eycJ7.
ToZcJ.`. for further information).

So, it was with a great deal of
enthusiasm, but not a lot of
unbridled optimism that the
women of MSU approached the

At any rate, the Lady Tigers
went to Hattiesburg, Mississippi
as the top seed in the Metro
Tournament. All that means is

Cincinnati 75.

In the semi-finals, it was the
Lady Tigers and the female
Gobblers, or Lady Hokies (what's a

FFfoTHeE=c_e_oHHli

much of the way with yet another
assemblage of personal fouls.
But excuses aside, the Lady Rebs
are one fine squad, having camped
out in the nation's Top Five for
most of the year. So a pair of
setbacks to those young'uns can
hardly be too discouraging.

chore at hand. An opening round
win over troublesome Cincinnati
managed to let a few of the
butterflies escape.
Metro Player of the Year Cheryl
Cook, who has always figured out
some way of being a thorn in the
Lady Tiger's paws, was held in
check by the tough MSU defense.
Cook got her normal output of 30
points. But none of her baskets
came at a cl.ucial time, and the
Cookie Monster was held to below
50 percent shooting from the field.
Final score, round one, MSU 91-i

i
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then held the Lady Tigers on
defense, and got the ball back with
the lead.
With 21 seconds left, Cathy
Williams fouled USM's Diane
Backstrom. Backstrom had
already hit nine of 13 shots fjiom
the field, but she had not yet been
to the charity stripe. The strategy
worked. Backstrom missed the
front end of a one and one, and the
Lady Tigers had the ball back.
Once again at this juncture, it is
important to remember that in
college athletics, anything can
happen, and usually does.
Hokie?) of Virginia Tech. Regina
Street had 25 points and 14
rebounds to help win the game by a
93 to 85 count.
But it was the championship
match that goes down in the Metro
annals as one of the most exciting
tournament games ever played.To
Start off with, over thirty-two
hundred screaming crazies filed
into the gym for this one, breaking
the old Metro championship
attendance record. Nearly all were
screaming for Tiger blood, with
particularly large portions
demanded of Regina Street, and
the 'towel lady' on the bench.
Many teams, men and women
alike, fold under such pressure.
But not this squad of gritty
freshman/veterans. The Lady
Tigers came blowing out of the
starting gate, building a 10 point
lead on a Vera Webb layup with
eight minutes gone.
The lead was again at ten when
Connie Hibbler banged in a 10footerat 11:15,and was24-14when
Regina Street canned a layup with
just under ten minutes gone. But
from there until the end of the half,
it was all Southern Miss and their
star, Portland "Porky" McCaskill.
First of all let meassure you that
McCaskill is neither portly or
porky. What she is is a team leader
who can play some ball! McCaskill
took charge of her mates, making
two free throws and a pair of jump
shots to give USM the lead with
five minutes left.
After Regina Street and Vera
Webb combined to give the Lady
16 Tiger Tales

Tigers the lead, McCaskill again
came on to give the Lady Eagles a
halftime lead.
In the second half it was nip and
tuck until with just under five
minutes remaining, Connie
Hibbler bagged a layup to give the
Lady Tigers a seven point lead. But
then USM called a time out, and
before you could again catch your
breath, the porky one had given
her squad a tie ball game, and a
chance to win the whole shooting
match in overtime. Connie Hibbler
had a chance to avoid the extra
stanza with nine seconds left, but
she could not convert on a one and

In the extra period Southern
Miss took an early three point lead,
and the crowd, that was already
going beserk, became even more
voiciferous. Again, Hibbler missed
crucial free throws, and with 3:30
left in the season for one of the
teams, USM had a four point lead
and the ball.
But then as quickly as you can
say cat quick, 'Cat' Williams
launched a 20-footer that played
string music and Vera Webb
canned a layup to put the Lady
Tigers back in the lead. It was
short lived. With about one minute
left, USM hit a short jumper to get
the lead back. The Lady Eagles

W
When the game is over
and it's time to relax,
turn to...

WEZI

Substitute Beth Brown, a
freshman from Mt. Pleasant,
Tennessee, found the ball in her
hands with 20 seconds left. Now a
sub, a freshman, and especially a
sub freshman who has already
missed seven of her nine attempts
in a tight game doesn't normally
take a potentially game-winning
shot from 15 feet out. But Brown
did, and theball hit nothing but the
bottom of the net to put the Lady
Tigers back in the lead.
USM had the ball back though,
but missed. Brown put the icing on
the cake witha free throw with two
seconds left, to give MSU its
second Metro title in four years, by
a score of 77-75.
Perhaps the only disappoint
ment for the team came when
Portland McCaskill was named
the tournament's Most Valuable
Player, in a vote that was taken at
half-time of the championship
game. Now McCaskill was
certainly the MVP of her team.
But it's hard to say that a player
getting 61points and 52 rebounds,

The management and staff of
Tiger Tales Magazine wish to
extend our deepest sympathy to
Pam Seymore and her family
upon the recent loss of her father.
Our thoughts and prayers are
with them during this time of
sorrow.
Walter Reinhardt
Publisher
Tiger Tales

as did Regina Street, in the
tournament, is not.
Also, Street led her team to the
title, while McCaskill led her
squad to see you next year status.
Many media reps said they did not
get to vote, so it's hard to say just
who cast ballots. This isn't meant
to say McCaskill didn't deserve it,
just that Street deserved it much
more.
Also, Coach Mary Lou Johns
once again proved that she is the
class coach of the Metro, and oneof
the finest in the nation. What she
did with a young group of women,

a completely diverse group of egos
and personalities is amazing. She
most certainly will be up for some
sort of post-season honors of her
own.
So the Lady Tigers head to the
NCAA's. By the time this reaches
print we'll know how far the team
went. We'll know if Street is an AllAmerican, and we'll know who the
best team in the land is.
But...we already know who the
best team in the Metro Conference
is this year! A young group of
women from out Mid-Town way—
who call themselves Lady Tigers!
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It's Tough
To Be A Star
Rising Above The Others

• by Jim Bongard •

In almost every case, if
you look down the bench, the
last man - the sub who gets
into the games that are
either blowouts or hopeless
causes - was, at one time,
the key player for his high
school squad.
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It must be tough to be a star.
This holds true in many areas of
our society today. We see it in the
world of rock and roll where
instantaneous "overnight"
successes are the rule rather than
the exception. Some are like
supernovas, that flash brilliantly
for a short time and then fade
away. Others, a very small
percentage, continue to shine and
become as fixed in the world asthe
North star.
It's even more the case with the
gifted athlete.
At each level of competition the
opportunity to shine is renewed.
The junior high phenomenon
moves on to high school. In some
cases he continues to improve, in
others there is no change.
Most of us who ever had any
athletic ability to begin with fit
into this category. We continue to
perform at the junior high level.
When the reality of the situation
sinks in, there is a moment of
understanding that we're as good
as we'll ever be, mostof us accept it
and continue toenjoy the game. We
look with grudging admiration at
the few who become the high
school stars.
It's not so hard to take. After all,
the rewards, while significant to a
teenager, are pretty standard fare
in the universe of athletic
competition.

For the few who rise above the
rest, it's something different.
To those gifted and hard
working prep schoolers who are
fortunate to be named All Something-Or-Other, the rewards
open another level of competition.
This new classification also
presents the athlete with a more
demanding standard by which his
future performance will be
evaluated. The old yard stick of
excellence is no longer valid for
those young men. While we
continue to use it for ourselves, it
doesn't apply to those who play the
game on the college level.
Though the average fan seldom
thinks about it, most major college
basketball teams are comprised
almost entirely of high school
stars. In almost every case, if you
look down the bench, the last manthe sub who gets into the games
that are either blowouts or
hopeless causes-was, at one time,
the key player for his high school
squad.
It often comes as a surprise to us
that these young men who go
mostly ignored by the college fans
are extremelytalented youngsters.
This reality only emphasizes the
way in which greater and more
demanding levels of competition
act as the filter, allowing only the
best of the best to pass through.
The expectations of coaches and

fans sift away the majority of the
very good players and allow the
rare few to remain.
This is the awesome and often
intimidating world into which the
freshman player enters. The
pressures can be enormous. Not
only must a young man face the
prospects of college life and its
academic requirements, but, in the
case of thestudent/athlete, he must
also go head-to-head with a
handful of other former high
school greats in pursuit of the few
starting spots on the team. In the
case of "Big Time" programs, like
the one we have at Memphis State,
the frosh recruit, while probably a
cut above others in the nation, will
compete with others who are
similarly talented.
It's the nature of the system that
only one or two will succeed. The
rest will face that same realization

It's the nature of the
system that only one or two
will succeed.
that the majority of us faced in
junior high. The truth of the
matter is that most will notget any
better. The following year will
bring in a new crop of high school
phenoms and the competition will
increase. No one is assured of an
automatic spot on the team. Each
man must prove himself again and
again in game after game, in
season after season.

It's no wonder such expressions
as "Freshman Jitters" have
become a part of the sports
vocabulary. For most of us it would
be more than jitters. We would be
reduced to quivering lumps of
Jell-O.
This is the reason that when I
watch the performance of a
freshman player on a major college
basketball team I am always
amazed when he plays well. This
kind of athlete is indeed a rare
breed. His achievement is
enhanced by the realization that he
has worked long, unnoticed hours
to polish that-performance.
Only the very best players make
it look effortless.
The next time a freshman steps
out into those glaring lights on the
court and takes his place before the
critical eyes of a fickle public,
perhaps we will take a moment for
reflection.
These young men have already
achieved more than most of us will
ever know in the demanding world
of athletic competition. They
continue to test themselves against
tougher standards. The ones who
wind up on top lift those standards
even higher so that the ones who
follow must work even harder.
These young men just beginning
their college careers are
something special.
Something very special indeed.

Freshmen To
Become Ineligible?
Will college freshmen beeligible
to play varsity football and
basketball from now on?
This is one of the things to be
considered at a Division 1-A
convention scheduled to meet prior
to the June meeting of the NCAA.
It seems that some college
presidents and chancellors think
there is an imbalance between
sports and academics and that if
freshmen were declared to be
ineligible, this balance might be
restored. According to Edward T!
Foote II, president of the
University of Miami (and the man
who called the conference to
discuss this matter), he said a
college freshman should not
practice football (or basketball)
before he knows where the library
is.
These and other resolutions will
be discussed at the proposed
meeting of the NCAA in June.
We'll keep you up-to-date on this
and other issues as soon as details
are released.

Only the best players
make it look effortless.
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Remember When
Pressgrove Joins New Team
___ by Bob Winn
Last weekend, a neighbor of
mine, Karen Smith, got married.
She married a very good friend
who was quite possibly the
greatest baseball player in
Memphis State history. His name
is Terry Pressgrove and even if he
was not the best, heparticipated in
and was the hero of the greatest
baseball game the Tigers ever
played.
The year was 1978 and Memphis
State had a powerhouse baseball
squad. Even before the opening
game, we knew we would be very
competitive. The team was loaded
with veterans. The outfield
consisted of Roy Henderson, Phil
Smith and Pressgrove. The infield
was made up of Jeff "Tex"
Robinson, the late Doug Granger,
Allen Robinson and Tim Smith.
The catcher was the late Richard
Webster and the pitching staff had
such notables as Charlie Lea, Blair
Gilbert, John Thetford and Mike
Graves.
* Oh, how this team could hit.
From the opening contest, when
the Tigers outscored Arkansas
State University 16-2, Coach
Bobby Kilpatrick knew he had a
group capable of going to the
NCAA Tournament and College
World Series.
Memphis State won ten of it s 11
games and 22 of the first 24
contests. Rivals like South
Alabama, Illinois, Illinois State,
Ole Miss, Missouri and Auburn fell
to the Tigers. Memphis State even
beat Auburn after trailing 9-0 in
the fifth inning of a seven inning
game. This team could hit!
The Tigers shocked the baseball
world and gained national
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attention on the Today Show when
they defeated Delta State
University 39-3 and setfive NCAA
records during the course of the
game. The game was no fluke.
Delta State had a fine baseball
team and went on to finish second
in the Division II World Series.
With a team batting average of
well over .350, the Tigers
continued to wade through
opponents. When Metro Tourna
ment time rolled around, Memphis
State was 34-7 and was ranked
second in the nation by Collegiate
Baseball Magazine.
The Tigers were the numberone
seed in the tournament and after a
first round bye, took on the
Cincinnati Bearcats. The game
turned into a dog fight. Blair
Gilbert pitched for the Tigers but
gave way to Charlie Lea in the
fifth. Lea gained the save and a 108 victory for MSU.
The second opponent for the
Tigers was the University of
Louisville and thanks to Dave
Parks' three-for-fiveafternoon, the
Tigers prevailed 9-7. The strong
armed Lea gained the victory in
relief of Mike Graves.
The stage was set. It was
Memphis State and Florida State
in the championship bracket. It
was a game to remember. The
perfect finish. A storybook ending.
I will never forget it for as longas I
live.
Memphis State jumped to a 1-0
lead in the first inning and added
two runs in the third, two runs in
the seventh and two runs in the
eighth frame to take a 7-3 lead into
the top of the ninth inning.
Florida State, the visiting team

——
for the final game, exploded for six
runs in their half of the inning and
led the Tigers 9-7 going into the
bottom half of the inning.
Third baseman Doug Granger
led off the Tiger half of the inning
by flying out to centerfield and
MSU was two outs away from a
second game with the Seminoles.
Pinch-hitter Greg Roper followed
Granger with a single to leftcenter and suddenly the Tigers
were alive again. First baseman
Allen Robinson was next in the
order and he took a two-ball, nostrike pitch to rightfield for a
single and Memphis State had
runners at the corners.
"Casey was next at the bat."
Terry Pressgove, the Tigers
leading home run hitter was up. I
remember bemoaning the fact that
the Tigers would be out of pitching
if we had to play a second game for
the championship. Then Metro
Conference Commissioner Larry
Albus turned to me and said, "just
wait, you guys have not finished
batting yet."
How true his statement turned
out to be. Pressgrove came to the
plate with one out and men on first
and third. Florida State pitcher
Greg Jones delivered a fastball for
strike one. Jones' second pitch was
another letter high fast ball but
this time Pressgrove connected,
driving a towering home run over
the rightfielder Ken Huff,
standing with his face pressed
against the painted outfield wall.
The Tigers had won the Metro
title in grand style. The FSU fans,
who had hurled taunts at Memphis
State all afternoon, cleared the
stands in a matter of seconds and

all that was left were Tiger
faithful, who were dancing in their
seats. When the pile of Tiger
players removed themselves from
the third baseline, it was time for
the awards ceremony. Memphis
State had won its second Metro
Conference baseball title in three
years.
The rest of the year is also
history. The Tigers progressed on
to the South Regional of the NCAA
Tournament and eliminated East
Tennessee State and Auburn
before losing in the second
championship game to North
Carolina. The Tigers were two
innings from Omaha, Nebraska
and the College World Series. It
was a great year.
I just hope Terry and Karen's
wedding and married life is as
successful as the 1978 Tiger
baseball team.
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Baseball Roster
PLAYER

NO.

Randy Smith
John Templeton
Danny Barham
Kenny Dowdy
Charles Stanford
David Moss
Gary Gallo
Gene Logan
Tim Dulin
Bethel Fuller
Steve Scott
Scooter King
Russell Henderson
Kenny Burns
Greg Norris
Jeff Stansberry
David Byrd
Jack Peel
Jeff Acuff
Will Nowell
Bubba Cummings
Keith Morris
Mike Covington
Scott Jamison
Wayne Thompson
David King
Forrest Nabors
Anthony Wallace
Keith Wilson
Bubba Burr
Clay Bittner
Mike Hammett
Page Belongy
Mike Walker
Clark McFerrin

1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
29
30
38
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

POSITION
INF
INF
C
OF
P
INF
P
P
INF
INF
INF
C
P
P
P
P
P
OF
OF
INF
P
OF
P/INF
C
C
P
P
INF
P
INF
OF
P/OF
P
P
INF/OF

• Home & Commercial

Wayne E. Lomax
1480 Dimwood
Memphis, TN. 38134

(24) Head Coach Bobby Kilpatrick
(14) Pitching Coach Mike Thieke
(32) Graduate Assistant Skip Blythe

372-0682
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Tiger Baseball Team Keeps On Winning

Bubba Cummings

Although Coach Bobby
Kilpatrick started this season with
only one returning starter, things
seem to be going the Tigers' way.
The enthusiasm shown by all of his
players seems to be contagious.
Fans who follow the MSU baseball
team are excited about the 13-3
record thus far (as of the week of
March 18).
The Tigers played a doubleheader against Southeast Missouri
State recently. In the first game,
SEMO outdistanced MSU but the
second game proved to be
victorious for the Tigers.
Going into the fifth inning of the
second game, the Tigers scored

MSU TRACKSTERS ON THE RUN
The Memphis State Tiger track
team has become well known for
its middle and long distance
runners and Coach Glenn Hays
hopes this year's team will add to
that legend.
Coach Hays says, "The longer
distances should be our strength
this year." "We don't have much
man-power in the sprints and the
field events."
Among those tracksters
returning this year are William
Singleton, David Topham, Billy
and Mark Logan (brothers) and
Victor Lacey. Joining these
returnees is Gary Couch from
Huddersfield, England. He was
champion in the 10,000 meters in
the Metro Conference in 1984,
posting a personal best time of
29:35.48.
Victor Lacey is strongin the 200,
400 and 800 meters for the Tigers.

seven runs to come from behind
and win 10-5. Bubba Cummings'
outstanding pitching proved to be
the key to the victory. Cummings
entered the game in the third
inning with the Tigers trailing5-3.
He was able to hold the Indiansand
pitched the Tigers out of any more
trouble.
Even though this is a rebuilding
year for the Tigers, Coach
Kilpatrick said that because of the
talent and attitude of this year's
team, it could be better than a
normal year.
Next month we'll have recaps of more
Tiger baseball games for you baseball fans.
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Coach Glenn Hays is in his 15th
season as Memphis State's track
and field coach. He has coached
numerous Tiger athletes who have
competed and won on the national
level as well as being Metro
Conference champions.
Among the seven All-Americans
Coach Hays has produced at MSU
are Terron Wright, the 1981
NCAA Indoor 60-yard high hurdle
champion and Nick Brooks, the
1981 NCAA Indoor 800-yard
runner-up.
In 1973 Hays coached the Tigers
to two national championships.
MSU took the title of national

He holds the Memphis State
record in the 400 meters at 45.92
and qualified recently in that event
for the NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Meet.
Other members of the hard
working track team include
Charles Duckworth, Chris Horton,
Michael Hudson, Douglas Lee, Jon
Mathis, Andre Miller, Allen
Terrell, Terry Topping and Gary
York.
Both Hume and Singleton were
named to the National Champion
ship Honor Roll in 1984; Hume in
cross country and one-mile indoor
and Singleton in the 1,000 yards
indoor and 800 meters outdoor.
Hume was the first MSU trackster
to run a sub-four minute mile.
Singleton is the first MSU track
star to qualify for the Olympic
Trials in the past thirty years!
champion in the 440 relay (39.6)
and the 100-yard dash (Ed
Hammonds, 9.4). His 1976 cross
country team won the Metro
Conference Championship.
Hays is a 1962 graduate of
Southwestern at Memphis (now
known as Rhodes College). He
began his coaching career as an
assistant track coach under
Freeman Marr at Southwestern.
One year later he became head"
cross country coach and track
coach at Battle Ground Academy
in Nashville.
After coaching four years at
Valparaiso University in Indiana
and one year at Virginia Tech, he
came to MSU in 1970. His team at
Valparaiso finished in the top ten
in the NCAA (College Division)
Cross Country Championships
three times. He also led Virginia
Tech to within two points of
upsetting ten-year Virginia state
champion William and Mary.
Hays received his masters
degree in physical education from
Memphis State in 1967.
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Metro Tennis Wraps Up Season

PLAY Tiger Pursuit

by Mark Hayden
With Memphis State basketball
having thrown its last shot last
month the tennis teams follow
MSU's top sport to the off-season
closet this month. Both teams will
hold the Metro Touramentat home
April 8-10.
Outside of playing the same
sport the teams have diverse
makeups. Women's coach
Charlotte Peterson is looking for
three recruits and one walk on to
replace the three seniors who are
graduating from the squad.
The numbers game hasn't been
too kind to the lady netters
recently. Two years ago three top
flight players graduated while two
more left the team last year.
"Recruiting hasn't been asstrong,"
Peterson said. "It seems like
everyone we go against looks
tough." Because the tenth-year
coach had to do some fancy
recruiting to fill the team's gaps,
she's referring to this season as a
rebuilding or transitional year. "I
don't know if there wasn't the
abundance of recruiting talent or
if my approach was different," she
continued.
Most of the recruiting talent is in
Texas, California and Florida. The
..United States Tennis Association
is Peterson's main aid in recruiting
players. The USTA ranks each
junior tennis player and how they
played against other ranked
players. Peterson said high schools
may have something similar but
they don't grade the opponent like
the USTA does.
For the Metro Tournament, held
on MSU's courts on Spottswood
and Echles, Peterson gives South
Carolina, Florida State and
Tulane the nod to win the weekend
gathering.
On the other side of the tennis
ledger Coach Tommy Buford, who
also doubles as tournament
director for the Racquet Club's
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U.S. Indoors, knows exactly who is
the odds-on-favorite to win their
crown.
"South Carolina is stronger than
anybody, their depth is
tremendous. FSU is strong at the
top but weak at the bottom of their
lineup." "MSU, Virginia Tech and
Louisville should be in the middleof-the-pack with Southern
Mississippi and Cincinnati
bringing up the rear," Buford said.
Another area where the teams
differ is in the nationality of the
team players.. While Peterson has
two foreign players -in Canada's
Rose Grasso and Roxana Patriche,
the men offer three foreigners in
Australia's Peter Lebedeus, New
Zealand's Greg Long and Simon
Edwards from South Africa. But
the high number of foreigners on
the women's squad is rare.
Peterson prefers to fill up her
roster with American players.
"It's just harder to recruit
foreign players," she said. "I'm
more confident with Americans."
Buford, who is near the end of his
18th season as coach of the men's
team says to be competitive in
men's tennis you can't be satisfied
with national talent.
Some teams on the 1985schedule
feature a majority of their players
from foreign shores. He listed
Mississippi State as a team that
has a majority of players from

n

MEMPHIS STATE
UNIVERSITY

FIGHT SONG

Y

"Go Tigers go, go on
to victory.
Be a winner thru
and thru;
Fight Tigers, Fight
cause we're
going all the wayFight! Fight!
For the Blue and Gray
and sayCoach
Tommy
Buford

outside America. Plus Buford has
been lucky with foreign talent such
as Australia's Keith Begley and
Britain's David Nicholson. "It's
just become a world game.
America can't dominate it
anymore. The numbers just aren't
there," Buford said.
Members on the women's team
are Robyn Stern, Sarah Phillips,
Sharyl Hamilton, Paula Potts,
Tracy Ferguson, Anne White,
Grasso and Patriche while Steve
Lang, Bill Conley, John Gallaher,
Bobby Kosten, Lebedeus, Long
and Edmonds line up for the men.
Both squads host their
respective Metro tourneys at the
tennis courts on the corner of
Spottswood and Echles. Admis
sion is free.

DINE IN • CARRY OUT • DELIVERY

Let's go Tigers, go, go
on to victory.
See our colors bright
and true;
It's fight now without
a fear,
Right now let's start
a cheer
Shout for dear ol' MSU.

(yell) go Tigers go
Go Tigers go
Yea—Tigers go!"
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This Club Is All Wet!
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MSU Trains Prep Swim Stars

Farewell, Seniors!

by Mark Hayden
Most Memphis State sports are
entering' their last month of
competition. But one of those that
abstains from that rule is the
Memphis State swim club. The
club caters to elementary, junior
and senior high students.
The swim club doesn't include
any students from the college in its
program, so swim club coach Dick
Fadgen and assistant coach J.J.
McNelis must be content with
seeing their students graduate to
out-of-town colleges. Michelle
Richardson, a swim student at
MSU in 1980-81 was one of the
American swimmers and Richard
Valdivia graduated to the
University of Alabama swim
team.
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Some more future stars may
have been molded March 22-24
when the swim club hosted the
Southeastern Junior Olympics
Shortcourse Championships. Only
three weeks before the National
Junior Olympics in Syracuse, N.Y.
this two-day event was the last
qualifying event.
Around 35 of the 100 MSU
swimmers participated in the
weekend event. The program,
which included swimmers from
Alabama and Florida along with
other cities and clubs in Tennessee,
featured Tiger favorites Tyla
Crumpley, Carmen Dean and
Scott Venekase.
The event was a prescursor to
the National Junior Olympics to be
held April 9-13 in Syracuse.
Along the same line, Memphis
State is trying its luck in the field
of diving. It's not a sport or even a
club. In fact it is part of the
Continuing Education Curricu
lum taught by Danny Fadgen, son
of MSU's swim coach Dick
Fadgen.
Originally as a diving lab only
two students were interested in the
sport but through hard work
Fadgen has seen his class grow to
nine. His top student is Maria
Madden of Wooddale High School.

Madden traveled to the state
meet in mid-February and plans to
attend Vanderbilt University this
fall. "She used to practice
gymnastics until last year but she
got tired of it," Fadgen said. But
the gymnastics maneuvers have
helped her in her diving moves and
Vanderbilt sports officials are
glad she has the tumbling
background.
Fadgen, a Tennessee gymnastic
champion himself, said diving was
popular here in Memphis ten years
ago but has died since. He hopes
the activities that cater to students
up to 17 years old will grow to a
number of 40 by this summer
through clinics at some of the
country clubs and swim leagues.
He also plans to have a meet this
month in preparation for the
regular diving championships to
be held next month.
The group practices by the
swimming pool at Memphis State's
P.E. Building and most diving
tanks vary from a distanceof one to
three meters between the water
and the diving board. "In the three
meters you have more timesto dive
but if you mess up it looks worse,"
Fadgen said. The group practices
four days a week with two hour
sessions each.

Cathy Williams

Pam Seymore

As the saying goes, "All good
things must come to an end" and
that goes for the seniors on the
Tigers and Lady Tigers basketball
teams.
The Lady Tigers are bidding
farewell to Regina Street, Cathy
"Cat" Williams and Pam Seymore.
They all ended their basketball
careers on a happy note - the
winning of the Metro Conference.
Regina was named to the AllMetro team as was Connie
Hibbler.
Coach Kirk surprised a couple of
the seniors on the Tiger basketball
team - Ricky McCoy and Willie

Becton - by starting them in their
final home game against
Louisville. Keith Lee, as everyone
knows, is also in his final season as
a Tiger. Coach Kirk said hewanted
to do something for McCoy and
Becton in their final home game of
the season and decided that
starting them would be the thingto
do. He said that all the Tigers are
special to him, not just the regular
starting five.
Keith added another honor to his
long string this year by becoming
the first two-time Player of the
Year in the 10-year history of the
Metro Conference. He received

this honor as a freshman also.
Sophomore William Bedford and
junior Andre Turner received
second-team recognition. Vincent
Askew was named to the AllFreshman team.
Basketball Weekly named Keith
to a first-team berth on its fiveplayer Ail-American squad. He
was nominated for the All-Decade
team which will be announced
this week.
Congratulations and best wishes
are extended to the MSU
basketball seniors and we here at
Tiger Tales are proud they wore
our Blue and Gray!
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by Jim Bongard
The role of the "Sixth Man" on
any basketball team has always
been a key to the overall success of
the season. Whoever fills this spot
is counted on to provide an instant
response to conditions on the court.
This may be eitheroffensive punch
or defensive effort, but in either
case the sixth man must be the
kind of individual who is "in the
game" even while sitting on the
bench.
The Tigers have such a man in
senior forward Willie Becton.
In setting a Memphis State
record for most victories in a

season, the Tigers owe much of
their good fortune to the play of
Becton.
Though he is considered short at
6'5" to play major college forward,
Willie has the bulk and strength to
match up with much taller
opponents under the boards. His
four years of playing experience
has given him the court savvy to
beat his man for position in
rebounding. His play under the
defensive basket during the Metro
Conference Tournament, particu
larly in the championship game
against Florida State, gave the
Tigers the chance to grab the
victory from the suprisingly tough

Seminoles.
Offensively, Becton has always
been known as a streak shooter.
When his jump s,hot is on, he is a
handful for the opposition.
His career highcame this year in
an outstanding performance at
Kansas University. While Keith
Lee was slowed by early foul
trouble, Becton came in and tossed
in 26 points, mostly from long
range. Though Kansas took the
victory, Tiger fans had to be
pleased with Willie's showing. He
has hit double figures in scoringon
numerous, occasions this year and
is likely to do so in the NCAA
Tournament as other contenders

sag into the middle in an effort to
stop the inside strength of Lee and
William Bedford.
Becton holds the distinction of
being the last graduate of
Memphis' Douglass High School to
play for the Tigers. The school is
closed now, so Willie is literallyin a
class by himself.
After collecting all-city honors
at Douglass, Becton moved north
to St. Louis to play for the
Billikens, who were at that time
part of the Metro Conference.
Averaging almost 14 points per
game, he was named the
Freshman Player of the Year in
the Metro for the 1980-81 season.

He played another year at St.
Louis and then the Billikens pulled
the rug out from under him by
dropping out of conference play.
Willie packed his bags and headed
home to Memphis. The Tigers
grabbed him immediately, but
Becton was forced to sit out a year
by NCAA rules governing transfer
students.
Due to the abundance of Tiger
talent, Becton had to make the
difficult adjustment from starter
to sub.
He has made it look easy.
The personable senior took his
role on the team seriously and gave
everything he had when called on

by Coach Kirk. As a result Becton
probably has received more
ovations from Tiger fans for his
efforts than anyone else on the
team, with the possible exception
of Keith Lee. At the Florida State
game at home following his Kansas
heriocs Willie received a standing
ovation the first time he entered
the game.
It must have been gratifying.
But as with everything else that
has come his way at Memphis
State, one thing can be said with
certainty.
He earned it.

Willie Becton, MSU's Number 6 Man
Playing The Part Successfully
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Time Out With Wallene Dockery

"Hey Sis..Er..I Mean Coach"

A philosopher once noted the
impossibility of paying back the
good others have done for us.
Nevertheless, he admonished, we
can pay forward.

where the Parkes family grew up.
Lynn, 33, was the second of the
Parkes children, and Christi
tagged in sixth.
"My whole family loved golf,"
Lynn said. "Particularly Dad. He
got me started when I was 9or 10."
Mr. Parkes taught Lynn well. By
the time she enrolled at Alabama
she had developed into a two or

Lynn Parkes (right) with her sister, Christi.

Lynn Parkes, MSU women's
athletic director, has been paying
forward for years...and the
dividends are unfolding right
before her eyes.
You see, Lynn wearsseveral hats
now. She's big sister to 18-year old
Christi Parkes. She's Christi's
MSU golf coach, too.
The story goes all the way back
to Lawrenceburg, Tennessee,
SO Tiger Tales

three handicapper.
"When Christi was four, I came
home one weekend from college
and brought her a cut off seveniron. Dad and I told her which
hand went on top and which hand
went on bottom, and just let her
beat the ball around the
backyard," Lynn said. "She went to
the golf course with us
occasionally, and by the time she

was seven years old, she was
playing nine holes."
Then tragedy struck. Mr.
Parkes died. Christiwas onlyeight
years old.
At that point Lynn started
'paying forward' in earnest. "My
dad had always seen to it that I
could play golf," Lynn said. "I
wanted Christi to have the same
opportunity."
Even though Lynn had
undertaken to organize MSU's
first women's golf team, she
headed home to Lawrenceburg
every open weekend. Before you
would know it, the sisters would be
on the golf course.
"Lynn never pushed me into
golf," Christisaid, "Butshe saw my
interest and helped me from
there."
Before long Christi was making
waves on the junior circuit. She
won the state juniors when she was
12 in her first time out, then won it
again the very next year. By high
school she had the distinction of
being the only girl on the boys' golf
team.
Lynn continued to come home as
often as possible. "She would say
'Let's go take a lesson...no, let's
play'," Christi said with a smile.
"But by the third hole she would be
helping me with my game."
Last spring Christi had to make
the hardest decision of her life —
where to attend college. For
several years both sisters had
thought that Christi needed to play
college golf under some other
coach. But as the time came closer,
neither Lynn or Christi seemed
satisfied.
"I prayed harder over this
decision than any other in my life,"

Christi said. "Itold my mother that
I didn't want todo anything to hurt
my relationship with Lynn."
Lynn did some soul searching,
too. She invited Christi on a
campus visit to meet the other
team members. When the weekend
was over, the two knew what to do.
Christi signed on as a Tiger golfer.
Now with the fall golf season
behind them, the MSU golf coach
and her top golfer are facing the
spring competition with
enthusiasm. "The other girls were
understanding which made our
coach-team member relationship
much easier," Lynn said. "I've
tried not to show any partiality.
Christi certainly hasn't expected
any. If I've had one fault, I might
have tried so hard that I've been a
little harder on her. But we try to
learn as we go."
Christi couldn't be happier.
"When Lynn talks to me as a
player, you can see her concern for
me as a sister as well as a player."
And after all, isn't that what
sisters are for?
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